
Sundial Project funded by YEF. Thanks to our district science consultant

Debbie Landry for all of her work on this exciting project!

The Sundial Project was created to

help strengthen learning during the

1st grade Earth & Space Science

Unit, as well as to reinforce math

curriculum concepts related to telling

time and number recognition. It has

learning benefits for students in all of

the elementary school years.  A

sundial has a gnomon at its center,

which casts a shadow onto a number

dial indicating the time of day. With an interactive human sundial, the student’s body

becomes the gnomon (see Figure 1).

In the classroom, students learn how the position of the sun in the sky changes

predictably throughout the day due to the Earth's rotation, leading to the changing

length and direction of shadows during the day. When students visit the sundial at

different times–morning, noon, and afternoon–they can observe how the gnomon’s

shadow moves as time passes and measure the length of the shadow (supporting

math skills). Students will observe how the position of the gnomon’s shadow points to

a number on the dial corresponding to the time of day. Sundials along with a regular

clock can be used as teaching tools for learning how to tell time, for noticing the

passage of time, and for recognizing numbers (another math milestone).

Since a sundial must be positioned towards “true-north”, it provides an



opportunity to discuss compass directions—N, S, E, and W will be represented on the

dial—and demonstrates that the sun rises in the east and sets in the west, another

important pattern and learning goal.

In the classroom, students learn that the number of daylight hours and the four

seasons are caused by the tilt of the Earth relative to the sun. When the north pole is

tilted toward the sun, we experience the long days of summer with shorter shadows;

and when the north pole is tilted away from the sun we experience the shorter days of

winter with longer shadows. The sundial demonstrates how the length of shadows

created by the sun change throughout the year due to the Earth's tilt. To compensate

for this, a student stands  on the correct “month square'', which is part of the sundial

walkway. If their shadow does not reach the hour stone, then they can raise their arms

to make a longer shadow.

The sun dial will be installed later in the spring or early summer of 2023.
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